
Trolls are odd creature.  They are hulking brutes, usually fairly stupid, but vicious in combat, using their immense strength to smash punier 

creatures into crumpled piles of armor filled with the gooey remains of their would-be opponents.  Trolls also regenerate at an alarming rate, 

healing serious wounds in seconds, and even regenerating lost limbs over time (even their heads!) 

The problem is, Trolls also are petty, and get bored very easily. 

These creatures are constantly fighting amongst themselves, starting physical confrontations over the smallest perceived slights.  Sometimes, 

they just get bored with the doldrums of squashing want-to-be adventurers, and decide to battle it out amongst themselves to see who is the 

Trolliest of them all.  None of these battles do any lasting harm to the trolls, other than to their pride, as their mangled bodies simply 

regenerate the damage, getting them back on their feet in time for a dinner of Halfling stew. 

So, fellow troll, the battle horn has been blown. Grab your club and shield, it is time to see if you have what it takes to club, counter and 

regenerate your way to victory! 

Objective:  

Defeat all other players to be the last troll standing, leaving your opponents to regenerate in shame.   

Playing the game: 

Each player starts with 6 health.  When your health drops to 0 you are eliminated.  You will need some method of keeping track of health.  Both 

regular 6-sided dice or a pen and paper work well.  Players should randomly determine a player to go first.  

The Dice: 

A game of troll dice is played with 16 special dice, 6 white, 5 red and 5 green.  Each face of the dice contains one of the following symbols: 

Blank – No effect 

Club – A hit when making an attack roll (see Attacking) 

Shield – A block when making a defense roll (See Defending) 

Heart – When making an attack roll, heal 1 for every heart you roll (see Attacking) 

Double Heart – Counts as 2 hearts when making an attack roll  

Counter – When making a defense roll, sends the die back to the attacker (see Defending) 

Surge – can give you another turn (See Blood Surge) 

Attack dice:  The white dice with clubs on 3 faces and shields on 2 faces 

Wound Dice: The red dice with a club on one face, a counter on one face, a heart on one face, and a surge on one face 

Regeneration Dice: The green dice with a heart on one face, a double heart on one face and a Surge on one face 

Attacking: 

On your turn, take 1 attack die for each health you have, then a number of wound dice to give you a total of 6 dice in your hand.  You may also 

exchange a number of your attack dice for regeneration dice, which will decrease your combat potential in place of a greater chance to heal 

(see Battle Frenzy) 

You then roll all of your dice.  Any hearts you roll may heal you (see Healing.)  Each club that you roll indicates a hit against an opponent.  

Shields and Counters count as blank faces for the attack roll. 

You must decide to which opponents you will assign the hits, dividing the hits as you choose and passing the dice showing clubs to the players 

to which you assigned the hits.  You must pass out all of the dice, but you may divide the dice over any number of opponents,  or even assign all 

of the hits to one opponent.  The opponents then take turns defending, starting with the player to your left and proceeding clockwise.  

Defending: 

When you get hits assigned to you, you must roll the dice in an attempt to block the attacks.  Take all of the dice assigned to you and roll them.  

For each shield you roll, the hit is nullified and lose no health for that hit.  If you roll a counter, you counter the attack (see below).  Clubs, 

hearts, and surges count as blank faces when making a defense roll.  For every die that is not blocked or countered, you lose one health.  If this 

brings you to zero health, you are eliminated. 



If you roll a counter, you send the die back to the attacker.  It now counts as a hit against him and he must roll the die in  an attempt to counter 

the attack back to you.  If they are fortunate enough to roll a counter, it returns to a hit on you and you must again try to roll a counter.  

Continue this back and forth until someone fails to roll a counter. That player then loses 1 health for that die.  If this brings the player to zero 

health, they are eliminated. 

 

NOTE: all defense dice and counters act as happening at the same time.  In this way, even if a player would be eliminated by other wounds, all 

counters rolled are still carried out to their conclusion.  Also, if the attacker is eliminated by a counter, any other dice he passed out to other 

players must still be rolled, and any other counters completed.  The player who first brought the attacker to zero health is the only one who 

gains the benefits of victorious rejuvenation (see below), even if he does not heal any damage from it.   

The attacker’s turn is now over, and the player to his left is the new attacker (EXCEPTION: See Blood Surge) 

Healing: 

On the attack roll, and only on the attack roll, every heart you roll immediately increases your health by one.  Your health may never increase 

beyond six.  Hearts rolled any other time (i.e. defending or during a counter) do NOT heal anyone and are treated as blank faces. 

Battle Frenzy: 

A player may opt to sacrifice his attack potential in order to focus on healing.  To do this, a player may exchange a number of attack dice for 

regeneration dice.  However, because of the battle frenzy that fills the trolls as the number of opponents drops and they get closer to victory, 

you may only exchange one white die for each opponent left in the game.  EXAMPLE: If you are making an attack roll and there are three other 

players that have not yet been eliminated, you may exchange three attack dice for regeneration dice. 

Wound dice may NEVER be exchanged for regeneration dice 

Victorious Rejuvenation: 

If at any time you reduce an opponent to zero health you regain one health (up to a maximum of six.)  This is cumulative across multiple 

opponents, so if you eliminate multiple opponents with a single roll, you regain one health for each opponent eliminated.  You regain this 

health even if you eliminate an opponent with a countered attack.  Note that because multiple defenders may be making attempts at a 

counter, it is important to follow the order of defender rolls so there is no confusion on who eliminates the attacker in the event of multiple 

counters.   

NOTE: ALL wounds are applied prior to healing from victorious rejuvenation.  In the unlikely event that two players eliminate each other 

simultaneously due to a counter, neither benefit from victorious rejuvenation.  The only exception to this is if there are only two players left, 

and they eliminate themselves simultaneously, they each are returned to 1 health and play continues. 

Blood Surge: 

If on your attack roll you roll three or more surges total on your dice, you get a blood surge.  All of the effects of the other dice are applied (any 

heals add to your health, any hits must be defended) and after any defense rolls, you get to make another attack.  This is treated as a brand 

new attack roll, so if your health has changed, the dice you will have change too.  You may also change how many regeneration dice, if any, you 

would like to roll for your second attack.  The blood surge rule DOES apply to your free roll and may grant additional rolls if additional blood 

surges are rolled.   

NOTE: If you happen to roll a blood surge, and have an attack countered back on you that reduces you to zero health, you are eliminated prior 

to having the blood surge apply. 

Example turn: 

Adam has 3 health with 2 opponents left: Billy who has 1 health and Cindy who also has 1 health.   

He takes the 3 attack dice he gets for his three health and takes three wound dice to give him a total of six dice.  However, he decides he wants 

to maximize his healing, so he exchanges two attack dice for two regeneration dice, the maximum he can exchange because there are two 

opponents left. 

He rolls his six dice, getting the following: 

[Attack die: club] 

[Wound Die: Club] 



[Wound Die: Surge] 

[Wound Die: Surge] 

[Regen Die: Surge] 

[Regen Die: double Heart] 

Because he rolled two hearts, he immediately increases his health to 5.  Seeing his opponents are both cl ose to elimination, he gives the attack 

die with the club to Billy, and the wound die with the club to Cindy. 

Billy is to Adam’s left, so he rolls his defense roll first, rolling: 

[Attack Die: Club] 

The club is counted as a blank face for defense rolls, so Billy loses one health bringing him to zero and eliminating him from the game.  Because 

Adam eliminated Billy, he immediately increases his health by one, bringing him to the maximum of six  

Cindy makes her defense roll next, rolling: 

[Wound Die: counter] 

This sends the die back to Adam who must attempt to counter it.  He rolls the die rolling: 

[Wound Die: Heart] 

Since this is not an attack roll, the heart counts as a blank, and Billy loses one health, bringing him back to five.  Had Bi lly rolled a: 

[Wound Die: counter] 

The die would have been sent back to Cindy to roll again. 

Adam’s attack is now over and normally the turn would pass to Cindy.  However, Adam rolled three Surges allowing him to get another attack 

roll.  He takes five attack dice, one for each health he now has and one wound die.  Since there is only one opponent left, he could opt to 

exchange only one of his attack dice for a regeneration die, but seeing victory is near, he opts to not make the exchange.  

 


